The intermittency of density fluctuations in the solar wind at kinetic scales has been examined using high time resolution Faraday cup measurements from the Spektr-R spacecraft. It was found that the probability density functions (PDFs) of the fluctuations are highly non-Gaussian over this range, but do not show large changes in shape with scale. These properties are statistically similar to those of the magnetic fluctuations and are important to understanding the dynamics of small scale turbulence in the solar wind. Possible explanations for the behavior of the density and magnetic fluctuations are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The solar wind is thought to contain a turbulent cascade of energy in fluctuations from large, system-size scales, to small, plasma kinetic scales (e.g., Carbone 2012; Horbury et al. 2012; Bruno & Carbone 2013; Alexandrova et al. 2013 ). An important feature of this cascade is intermittency, which has traditionally referred to the bursty, non-Gaussian nature of turbulent fluctuations (e.g., Batchelor & Townsend 1949) , although more recent definitions specify an increase in the non-Gaussianity towards smaller scales (e.g., Frisch 1995) .
Intermittency has been extensively measured at magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) scales (larger than the ion gyroradius) in the solar wind (e.g., Burlaga 1991; Marsch & Tu 1994; Horbury & Balogh 1997; Sorriso-Valvo et al. 1999; Veltri 1999; Hnat et al. 2002; Bruno et al. 2003; Kiyani et al. 2009; Yordanova et al. 2009; Wan et al. 2012a) , where the probability density functions (PDFs) of fluctuations of various fields are seen to be non-Gaussian. In most cases, they become more non-Gaussian towards smaller scales, and structure function scaling exponents are non-linear, indicative of a multi-fractal cascade.
In the kinetic scale range, it is thought that there is a further cascade of energy from ion to electron scales (e.g., Ghosh et al. 1996; Stawicki et al. 2001; Schekochihin et al. 2009; Boldyrev & Perez 2012) . The magnetic fluctuations here are measured to be non-Gaussian, although different studies have reported the amount of non-Gaussianity to either increase or remain the same towards smaller scales (Alexandrova et al. 2008; Kiyani et al. 2009 Kiyani et al. , 2013 Wu et al. 2013) . Characterizing this intermittency is important for understanding the distribution of energy in the kinetic scale cascade (Boldyrev & Perez 2012 ) and how it is dissipated at electron scales (Wan et al. 2012b; TenBarge & Howes 2013) . Recently, a model of the effect of intermittency on the energy spectrum of strong kinetic Alfvén turbulence was proposed (Boldyrev & Perez 2012) , in which the development of 2D sheets leads to a perpendicular wavenumber spectrum ∝ k −8/3 ⊥ , rather than ∝ k −7/3 ⊥ for the non-intermittent case (e.g., Vaǐnshteǐn 1973; Biskamp et al. 1999; Cho & Lazarian 2009; Schekochihin et al. 2009 ).
While density fluctuations have long been measured at MHD scales (e.g., Celnikier et al. 1983) , they have only recently been measured in the kinetic range. Their spectrum was shown to match that of the magnetic field Šafránková et al. 2013a ) and their amplitude, relative to the magnetic fluctuations, was used to infer the predominantly kinetic Alfvén, rather than whistler, nature of the turbulence (Chen et al. 2013a) . At MHD scales, anisotropy is thought to lead to density fluctuations being passive to the Alfvénic turbulence (Goldreich & Sridhar 1995; Lithwick & Goldreich 2001; Schekochihin et al. 2009 ), but in the kinetic range they are likely to be an active component of the kinetic Alfvén turbulence (Schekochihin et al. 2009; Chandran et al. 2009; Boldyrev & Perez 2012; Boldyrev et al. 2013) , on an equal footing with the magnetic fluctuations. As far as we are aware, there have been no previous measurements of the intermittency of density fluctuations in this range. In this Letter, we present such measurements, compare them to the magnetic fluctuations and discuss the implications for our understanding of kinetic scale turbulence.
2. DATA SET To measure density fluctuations between ion and electron scales, a high time resolution data set is required. One possibility is the spacecraft potential measurement from the ARTEMIS spacecraft, which has been used to measure the density fluctuation spectrum in this range (Chen et al. , 2013b . However, large amplitude harmonics of the spacecraft spin frequency (due mainly to the varying photoelectron emission) make time domain analysis difficult.
In this Letter, data from the BMSW instrument (Šafránková et al. 2013b ) of the Plasma-F experiment on the Spektr-R spacecraft were used. BMSW has six Faraday cups, which, together, can sample the solar wind ion distribution at 32 samples/s. Three of the Faraday cups face Sunward and continuously measure the current of incoming ions above given energy thresholds set by positive voltages on their control grids. When in adaptive mode, the voltages on two of these Faraday cups are varied by feed-back loops so that fixed fractions of the total ion current, determined by the third, are measured. The other three are inclined by 20
• and used mainly to determine the solar wind direction. Assuming an isotropic Maxwellian ion distribution, these six data points can be used to infer the ion density n i , velocity v i and temperature T i every 31.25 ms. While an isotropic Maxwellian is not always appropriate for the solar wind, data from SWE on the upstream Wind spacecraft were checked to ensure that intervals used in this analysis had approximately isotropic proton temperatures
To determine the kinetic scales and ion plasma beta β i , the magnetic field B is required. Since this is not available from Spektr-R, data from MFI on Wind, lagged by eye to provide the best match between density, velocity and temperature features in BMSW and Wind 3DP, were used.
RESULTS
We begin by presenting the results of the analysis for one 3.5 hr interval of data (Interval 1, Table 1 ). Since neither the full ion distribution, nor the electromagnetic fluctuations were measured, it is not possible to determine with certainty whether the spacecraft was in the foreshock, but the density and velocity power spectra are not dominated by the signatures of foreshock waves (e.g., Fazakerley et al. 1995; Eastwood et al. 2002) .
The power spectrum of ion density fluctuations, as a function of spacecraft-frame frequency f sc , is shown in Figure 1 . Frequencies corresponding to the proton and electron gyroradii and inertial lengths have been marked, assuming the Taylor hypothesis, along with the power law fits α = −1.70 and α = −2.55 in each range. It can be seen that the spectrum has a similar shape to that of the electron density fluctuations (Chen et al. , 2013a , including the ion scale flattening (e.g., Celnikier et al. 1983; Chen et al. 2013b ), as expected due to quasi-neutrality. One way to examine the intermittency of these fluctuations is from the scaling properties of their structure functions. These can be defined as
where δn i (t, τ ) = n i (t + τ ) − n i (t), τ is a time lag, and the angular brackets denote an average over times t, and they typically take a power law form S p (τ ) ∝ τ ζ(p) in the inertial range of a turbulent cascade. Figure 2a shows the first four structure functions for time lags from ion to electron scales, plotted as a function of 1/τ for comparison to the spectrum. A rule of thumb for the maximum order that can be determined reliably from a sample of N points is p max = log N − 1 (Dudok de Wit et al. 2013), giving p max = 4 for N = 396, 517 in this interval. A more rigorous estimate, using the technique of Dudok de Wit (2004), gives p max = 3. It can be seen that the structure functions form approximate power laws but only in the smaller scale part of the range, due to the ion scale flattening (τ ≈ 0.5 s to 5 s), which is more prominent here than in the spectrum. Figure 2b shows, in blue, the power law fits ζ(p) for scales τ = 94 ms to 220 ms, the approximately power law range. Error bars from the fits are smaller than the data points, although the scaling may be affected by the curvature of the structure functions. Extended Self-Similarity (ESS) is an technique to obtain the scaling, which can be used to overcome such curvature (Benzi et al. 1993) 
, S p can be plotted as a function of S 2 and the slope used to determine ζ(p)/ζ(2). ζ(2) can then be obtained from the spectral index in Figure 1 , ζ(2) = −(1 + α), to give ζ(p). This technique was used to obtain the scaling exponents over a larger range, from τ = 94 ms to 1 s, to match the -2.55 power law range in Figure 1 , and they are shown in Figure 2b in red. Again, the errors from the fits are smaller than the data points. It can be seen that the ESS exponents are steeper than the nonintermittent prediction of ζ(p) = 2 3 p (corresponding to a k −7/3 spectrum) and are almost linear. The near linearity suggests a mono-fractal, or perhaps weakly multi-fractal cascade, although with reliable exponents up to p max = 3, it is not easy to make this distinction.
It is perhaps more instructive to examine the full PDFs of the ion density fluctuations to determine the scale dependence of their non-Gaussianity. Figure 3 shows the PDFs of the normalized fluctuations
from ion to electron scales, where clear non-Gaussian behavior can be seen. The minimum bin size in the PDF of 0.01 cm −3 is comparable to the instrumental noise level, and bins with fewer than 10 points were removed, so that the Poisson errors on the PDF are < 32%. Although there is a slight tendency of becoming more non-Gaussian towards smaller scales, the PDFs remain approximately similar in shape over this range, which covers both the flattening and power law ranges. The PDFs of ion velocity and temperature fluctuations were also examined, but were found to become Gaussian at electron scales, consistent with their domination by amplifier noise here (Šafránková et al. 2013b ). The degree of non-Gaussianity in the density fluctuations can be quantified using the kurtosis, also known as flatness (e.g., Frisch 1995), defined as
For a Gaussian PDF K = 3, and for a more peaked PDF with heavier tails K > 3. Since the maximum reliable order for this interval was determined to be p max = 3, and the kurtosis is based on the 4th moment, it is necessary to investigate its reliability. Errors in calculating K can originate from the large amplitude fluctuations in the tails of the PDFs, which may not be sufficiently sampled, such that the integral in the moment calculation is not well estimated (e.g., Dudok de Wit 2004) . Various schemes exist to deal with this, mostly involving the removal of the largest fluctuations to recover a more reliable scaling. Here, a scheme based on that of Kiyani et al. (2006) was employed, in which a small fraction of them was removed until the moments appeared converged. Similarly to that study, it was found that removing the largest 0.1% of fluctuations was sufficient, and the resulting clipping points are marked as dots on the PDFs in Figure 3 . This conditioning was not found to change the qualitative properties of the kurtosis, but removed a few spurious values caused by the finite data length.
The scale-dependent kurtosis was determined for all six intervals in Table 1 . The power spectra for these intervals are shown in Figure 4a , along with an estimate of the noise spectrum 1 . It can be seen that in the majority of this range the fluctuations are well above the noise, although begin to become affected at the very highest frequencies. The kurtosis for the intervals is shown in Figure 4b , where the error bars represent 2 standard errors, determined by the Monte Carlo bootstrap method. Only relatively small changes with scale can be seen: the difference in K between ion and electron scales is less than a factor of 2 in all cases. Intervals with smaller K at ion scales show a slight increase towards smaller scales and vice versa, features consistent with the PDF shapes. The two intervals with an increasing kurtosis (1 and 2) are within a few R E the bow shock, so while there are no conclusive signatures of foreshock waves, it is possible that a low level of such activity could be causing the smaller values of K at ion scales. Intervals 3-5, which are 25-40 R E upstream of Earth, are unlikely to be affected in this way. Interval 6 is also within a few R E of the bow shock, but shows a decrease in K towards smaller scales. Where the instrumental noise becomes significant (τ 0.14 s), the values of K may be unreliable, for example the decrease in Interval 5 is likely unphysical, but this affects only the smallest scales. In general, while the behaviour of the kurtosis is somewhat variable between intervals, the changes with scale are not large. 4 . DISCUSSION We have shown that the PDFs of ion density fluctuations do not display large changes in shape from ion to electron scales, with almost linear structure function scaling exponents. This appears to be the case over the majority of the range, although instrumental noise makes interpretation of the intermittency close to electron scales difficult. This behavior is similar to previous measurements of the magnetic fluctuations in this range (Kiyani et al. 2009 (Kiyani et al. , 2013 Wu et al. 2013) , although is different to the large increase in kurtosis towards electron scales reported by Alexandrova et al. (2008) . To investigate this difference, the same analysis was performed on the magnetic fluctuations (using the interval of Chen et al. 2010 ) and the PDFs were also seen to remain similar in shape. It appears, therefore, that both the density and magnetic fluctuations have similar statistical properties in the kinetic scale range.
There are several possibilities for this behavior of the density and magnetic fluctuations. One possibility is that kinetic scale turbulence is predominantly mono-fractal in nature. This difference to the MHD range is plausible, since the non-linear terms in the relevant fluid equations are different (Schekochihin et al. 2009; Boldyrev et al. 2013 ). Monofractal scaling was recently reported in reduced Hall MHD simulations (Rodriguez Imazio et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2013) , although earlier electron MHD simulations showed the PDFs becoming more non-Gaussian towards smaller scales (Cho & Lazarian 2009 ). In both cases, however, the PDFs were close to Gaussian at ion scales, whereas in the solar wind they are already strongly non-Gaussian.
An alternative explanation is that the kurtosis is limited by another process. In hydrodynamic turbulence, the kurtosis is
